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?????...An alternative to this mode of response is to
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???????? Erving Goffman first formulated the new sociological theory in his Ph. D. disserta-
tion (1953). But it is probable that he had already devised his project on the interaction order
when he made a start on the fieldwork for his dissertaiton. His M. A. thesis, which was sub-
mitted in 1949 and critically dealt with TAT, was practically the “emergence” of Goffman’s
sociology in that he made a very short and rough sketch of his study on face−to−face interac-
tion at its last chapter. His logic in the thesis was so complicated and windering that most stu-
dents of Goffman’s sociology have not been able to see that his Master’s thesis accomplished
a revolution in the perspective of face−to−face interaction.
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